DRIFT BASED ADVANCED CONCEPT VERY FAST DECISION TREE ALGORITHM FOR MAXIMUM FREQUENT ITEM SET
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Abstract: Data mining is the process of sorting through large data sets to identify patterns and establish relationships to solve problems through data analysis. Today Streaming data is ever-present and it is said to be a tricky duty to accumulate, investigate and envisage such hasty large volumes of data. Due to resource constraints in terms of memory and running time most data mining techniques adapted to run in a streaming environment. Association rule mining helps us to find the rules that may govern associations and causal objects between sets of items. ACVFDT uses sliding window to provide reliability and offers ability to notice and act in response if any changes occur. ACVFDT handles ‘concept drift’ very proficiently by creating substitute sub-tree to come across best attribute at root node. It also works efficiently on large databases which have the facility to manage large volumes of input variables without deletion.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Data mining is the way of finding patterns in large data sets involving various methods at the intersection of machine learning, statistics, and database systems. It is also an interdisciplinary subfield of computer science with an overall goal to extract information from a data set and transform the information into a comprehensible structure for further use. In various kinds of databases such as relational, transactional, and other forms of data repositories association rule mining procedure is used to finding frequent patterns, associations, correlations, or causal structures from data sets found.

Stream data is fast, continuous, ordered, changing, large amount of data. Such data are so huge and continuously changing that even one look at entire data becomes difficult. Such systems are, any application that deals with Telecommunication calling records Business: credit card transactions, Network monitoring and traffic engineering, Sensor, monitoring and surveillance, Security monitoring, Web logs and page click streams. The way of trying to find Specific or knowledge patterns are called Stream Data Mining.

Stream data mining for extracting the useful knowledge is a very difficult task. In existing works generate association rules were used to extract the knowledge for frequency patterns. In this paper, propose a new type of pattern called Advanced Concept Very Fast Decision Tree (ACVFDT) which captures the maximum frequent item set. To extract such patterns, it uses a tree structure called Hoeffding tree that is based upon mining algorithm and stores maximal frequent item set with less concept drift. Hoefdding -tree and algorithm is used to generate associated patterns with one scan database as compare to Apriori, Frequent Pattern (FP) Growth algorithm and ASPMS.

II. RELATED WORK

Various mining techniques have been proposed in literature to extract transaction data. In Md. Mamunur Rashid [1], introduced a sliding window based associated sensor pattern mining for WSN’s. It captures the data stream into an ASPS tree. It can mine frequent pattern growth. The results show, ASPS-tree has better speed up and can reduce the computation time compared with FP-Tree.

M. Arvind Kumar, et.al [2] introduced Hoeffding Tree Stream Data Classification Algorithms extracted that it requires only data that is available. It suggests that multiple passes are not allowed. It also requires less time to access the data.

J. Han, et.al. [3] presented the information about frequent patterns with a FP-tree based pattern growth method which restricts repeated database scans and generation of a large number of sets. The result showed that the FP-growth method is appropriate method for mining frequent patterns and it is faster than the Apriori algorithm.

R. Agarwal, et.al [4], enhanced breadth first and depth first search to generate frequent itemset. during the tree generation phase it provides edibility of picking the correct strategy. Also anticipated parallelization of Tree Projection algorithm has reduced large factor communication compared to Apriori algorithm.

Associated sensor pattern mining of data stream (ASPMS) algorithm studied in [5], generates all frequent itemsets. ASPMS work with high less memory which is highly compressed tree and it requires only single scan of database. It considers only the new information and the older information are deleted.

Snehal Rewatkar, et.al [6] introduced, ASPMS based approach to mine frequent pattern from wsns dataset, which can find frequent patterns among sensors in Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) and also improving the WSNs quality of service. The discovery of ASPMS from WSNs can be useful in a variety of real-world applications that require the fine-grain monitoring of physical environments. From that work they have to find frequent patterns by analysing wide range of used algorithms with the purpose of to discover and to obtain frequent patterns over large databases.

III. PROPOSED WORK

An advance technique for finding maximal frequent item set that is ACVFDT algorithm was introduced. This algorithm finds maximal frequent item set. It can capture important knowledge from the stream contents with single scan of database. The compress feature of ACVFDT will show the utilization of less memory than existing algorithm.
Proposed system will have dataset as an input data and pre-processing on that dataset. We have use data to find the frequent patterns having approximately 1 lac transaction records. ACVFDT capture important knowledge from stream contents. Calculate computational cost of algorithms for improving quality services.

A. ACVFDT Algorithm

Different techniques applied in frequent pattern mining to find candidates and frequent patterns generated. In frequent pattern mining techniques, there are various or problems. First is that only one pass is allowed and the second complexity is that it can be never reconstruct reconsider. We propose a technique ACVFDT Algorithm with Hoeffding-tree.

ACVFDT Algorithm can extract maximal frequent item set by getting useful information from the Hoeffding Tree. ACVFDT perform single scan of database and more flexible for transactions. This algorithm can extract useful information from the stream contents for the current window. HT-tree is based on sliding window that helps to find maximal frequent item set. The nodes of an HT tree order the data items and then restructure the tree in a frequency-descending order. Then finally the tree is merged with the same support sensor node in to a single node in each branch of the tree.

B. Working of ACVFDT algorithm

Procedure ACVFDT (E,X,S,n\textsubscript{min})

Let T be a tree with single leaf l\textsubscript{1} with leaf l\textsubscript{1}.

Let w be the size of the window.

Let E be an empty set.

Let W be the window of the example.

For each class c\textsubscript{k} for each attribute in c\textsubscript{k} set n\textsubscript{min}=0

For each item in T

sort (m,n) to form an HT and

example (m,n) arrives then add(x,y) to the sliding window(w).

ACVFDT monitor HT and

some new attributes make a superior test.

Let p be number of input variables

If \( p < P \) where P that is the input variable.

Let S be the predicting frequent class.

Select training set for given tree by selecting S times

Compute the best split in the training set based on \( p \) variables.

ACVFDT grow

A new attribute is found it makes a E subtree.

Return HT.

Data is stored in the main memory and tree data structure with a single root node is initialized that is the Hoeffding tree and an alternate tree for root node E is created. S represents sliding windows which is empty at the start. This is done with the stream data mining process. Tree needs to be compressed and restructured, so sort the SO-List in descending order and restructure tree according to SO-list using merge sort. Suppose a new example (m,n) arrives then it is added to the sliding window. ACVFDT monitor HT and some new attributes make a superior test and the tree grows. Extract associated frequent sensor patterns from the HT tree. We expect from work of HT tree that will show the efficient result and find frequent patterns of transactions after reconstruct and compress a tree.

The features of ACVFDT algorithm is cost efficient because of less iteration to find frequent patterns in the respective subsets. Therefore it reduces more computational cost. Because of reduce computational cost effective nature it is time complexion. It will require less memory with single scan of database. ACVFDT is more flexible for addition and deletion of transactions.
C. EXPERIMENTS

The experimental work was done using R programming and a real world problem. This allows us to perform controlled experiments, choosing the dataset, the form of changing drift and verifying when and how the algorithm reacts. In the real-world problem, we do not know if and when there is drift. Here the generated by using MOA software.

Here the decision tree identifies the most significant variable and it’s value that gives best homogeneous sets without any values.

But here the decision tree identifies the most significant variable and classify it as a Hoeffding tree.

The values are been sorted using merge sort and are being added.
Here it checks its distribution with histogram. It also represents the frequencies of values of a variable bucketed into ranges. Each bar represents the height of the number of values present in that range.

![Density Distribution](image)

Here the computational effort for a density estimate at a point is proportional to the number of observations and Storage needed to build a decision tree will always be proportional to the number of points where the density is estimated.

Many points were plotted in the Cartesian plane. Each point represents the values of two variables. It will be effective find the maximal frequent item.

IV. CONCLUSIONS:
In this work, we have proposed ACVFDT Algorithm with HT-tree can extracts more useful knowledge from sensors data. In Apriori the dataset is scanned each time an item set is generated but ACVFDT finds efficient frequent pattern with one scan database as compare to existing algorithms. Also FP-Growth is very expensive to build but ACVFDT is not. Suppose error occurs it may be impossible to use backtracking in ASPMS but not in ACVFDT. The expected outcomes from this ACVFDT algorithm are to retrieval of frequent pattern as output. It will show the efficient result than Apriori, FP Growth and ASPMS in comparative analysis with parameter like memory-scan, computation time, efficiency and storage structure.
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